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Feedback For:       
Please Return By: January 18, 2008 
 
Constructive feedback is an important part of our review process.  Annually, we gather information to supplement the supervisor’s 
perspective.   The attributes below describe how Resurrection employees are to approach their work.  Your candid and confidential 
feedback on this employee’s attributes will be used to support evaluation and development.  This form is not for direct communication 
between you and the individual.  Instead, it provides information to enhance their ministry effectiveness.   If you are not able to 
comment on a particular attribute, please indicate so on the form.    Type your comments directly into this document and return it via 
e-mail, or mail it to my attention marked “confidential” at the church, 13720 Roe, Leawood, KS 66224.   
Thank you for providing valuable feedback. 
 
 
Teachable 
• Displays personal spiritual vitality and set an example of personal faith. 
• Constantly learns and improves; welcomes constructive feedback. 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
Heart 
• Demonstrates Christ-like humility, integrity, respect and grace. 
• Is quick to encourage and eager to contribute other people’s success. 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
Reliable 
• Fulfills commitments and meets deadlines. 
• Responds rapidly and positively to coworkers and the congregation. 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
Initiating 
• Involves others beyond one’s immediate team in order to collaborate, gather input and evaluate. 
• Addresses conflicts in a healthy and appropriately assertive manner. 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
Versatile 
• Willing to voice contrary opinions, and ultimately supports decisions that have been made. 
• Has a “whatever it takes” approach and makes ministry happen even when resources are limited. 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
Engaged   
• Centers efforts on achieving the Church of the Resurrection’s vision, purpose and plans. 
• Communicates a positive attitude about work, coworkers and work environment 
Comment, or provide examples of these behaviors in action:       
 
 
 
 
What do you see as this person’s greatest ministry strength?       



 
 
 
Because we all have room for improvement, what specific suggestions do you have that would provide 
opportunity for improvement in the coming year?       
 
 
 
 
 


